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The N.H. Greene House is located at the corner of Fifth Avenue and Adams Street, facing 
northwest in grounds bordered by an evergreen hedge. South of the house is a two-story frame 
carriage barn with transverse-gable roof and bracketed eaves with returns.

Measuring approximately 44 by 55 feet, the main house has a masonry foundation, first and 
second-story walls of beige-colored brick laid primarily in header bond, and an attic story 
sheathed in the original clapboard. The transverse-gable roof has prominent bracketed eaves 
terminating in boxed cornices. On the southeast slope are two tall single-stack chimneys 
which are the original installments. A verandah with projecting eaves, paired wopden Ionic, 
columns, original balustrade, and latticed masonry-pier foundation begjns at the main entranc 
and wraps around the northeast elevation to a secondary entrance. A semicircular two-and-one 
half story tower corresponds to the larger curvature of the verandah where the front and side 
elevations meet. The tower, topped by a conical roof with flaring eaves, is lighted on the 
first two stories by double-hung sash with curved glass. Window types elsewhere in the 
principal stories of the house include single, double, triple, and rectangular bay, some of 
which are crowned by flat arches. In the attic-story windows is leaded glazing in an elon 
gated geometric pattern, and a curvilinear leaded glass design is utilized in the sidelights 
and transoms which frame the inner and outer doors of the double main entrance. Above the 
latter, on the second story, is a recessed gallery which occupies approximately half the 
volume of the facade gable at that level. It is supported by a single Ionic column at the 
north corner.

The interior of the house contains eleven rooms, including bathrooms and hallways. Walls and 
ceilings are plastered, and the hardwood finish, primarily oak, is notable throughout, 
beginning with the entrance hall floor of va(riegated checkerboard, serpentine, and octagonal 
parquetry. Highlighting the parlor are an unusually heavily molded cornice, showing to 
particular advantage -Ir^ defining the curved projection of the tower space, and a classical 
screen composed of Ionic columns, paneled pedestals, and exposed beams. The screen transform 
the fireplace end of the room, with its flanking built-in bookshelves, into an inglenook. In 
the dining room across the hall are a rectangular window bay on the south wall, serving as a 
solarium, and a massive breakfront which repeats the leaded glass design of the main entrance 
The halfturn stairway with landings has turned balusters, molded handrail, carved newel posts 
and paneled soffit. It leads to a second-floor hallway in which the inglenook theme, complet 
with benches, recurs in the space opening onto the exterior recessed gallery. The screen 
separating the inglenook from the hallway is especially fine, its Tuscan columns and atten 
uated versions of the stairway balusters surmounted by a spindled frieze. The third floor 
contains a ballroom and a smaller billiard room; a carved wooden window seat follows the 
configuration of the tower space. Throughout the house, door and window framings feature 
shelf cornices.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The
promoter,
important social center during the early years of the century, the house continues to'be
stylistically the most fully'developed example1 of residential architecture in the community.

N. H. Greene House was built by.Greene, a locally prominent merchant, banker, real estat 
loter, and public official who was instrumental in the early development of Ritzville. /

Nelson H. Greene arrived in Ritzville during the first significant immigration to the area 
in 1883-1884. Throughout 1884, he shipped in stocks of building materials to the small 
settlement, and for many years thereafter he operated, with his son Orr, the building store 
of Greene and Son. He also opened the town's second store, a general merchantile establish 
ment, in 1884 in partnership with Clark Long. The following year Greene built the frame 
structure, purchased by the county commissioners, which was to become the first courthouse. 
Also in 1885, he erected the First Congregational Church. Although not a builder by 
profession, Greene financed numerous projects, and his name is given in records of the peric 
as the builder. He was also called upon for community and county leadership. In 1885 he We 
appointed the county school superintendent and sheriff, and a year later he was elected to 
the board of county commissioners. During the summer of 1888, a fire destroyed most of 
Ritzville's commercial district, including Greene's store. As a gesture of confidence, he 
immediately set to work constructing the first brick commercial building in town, which was 
completed the following year. In December, 1888, he filed his first addition plat, which 
was to become a major residential development. That same month, Ritzville was officially 
incorporated and Greene was appointed the first mayor. The area continued to grow, with 
immigrant groups settling the surrounding countryside and establishing wheat farms which 
were soon bringing in profitable crops. As a grain broker, Greene shipped much of the area 1 
wheat to Eastern markets. With increasing assets gained from his many projects, he 
established the Pioneer State Bank in April, 1901. The remainder of his active work life ir 
Ritzville was in banking.

Greene financed the building of his house in 1902, a year when Ritzville was experiencing a 
surge of physical and economic growth. At that time the town was declared the largest inlar 
wheat-shipping port in the United States, an achievement accounting for its optimistic expar 
sion and reflected in the building of numerous commercial blocks and fine homes, of which 
Greene's was the most ambitious. The first major residence of brick in Ritzville, the house 
is distinguished not only by the quality of its construction but also by its design concepl 
Its exterior combines the irregular massing and contrasting materials of the towered Queen 
Anne house type with references to Classical Revivalism in the pediments and columned portic 
Inside is evidence of the late nineteenth-century taste for inviting interiors derived from 
the early colonial tradition, a trend which followed in the wake of the American Centennial, 
Visual warmth is produced by materials (gleaming hardwood finish) and design elements 
(inglenooks and the relationship of stairhall to rooms, which opens up the floor plan some 
what). The status of the house as a social statement is retained, however, in the formal 
izing impact of room size, the rather monumental staircase, and the consistent application c
classical motifs throughout, particularly the most graceful of the orders, the Ionic.
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